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Abstract
We consider corrections to the Penrose limit of AdS3×S3 with NS-NS flux
which are due to the terms next to leading order in inverse radius expansion.
The worldsheet theory of a lightcone string is interacting due to the presence
of quartic terms in the action. Perturbative corrections to the spectrum are
shown to agree with the results from the exact quantization in AdS3 × S3.
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1 Introduction
String theory in the pp wave backgrounds has received a lot of attention recently (see
e.g. [1–4]). These backgrounds are among the few ones with non-zero RR fields where
string theory is exactly solvable. pp waves can also be obtained as the Penrose limit of
AdSp × Sq spaces, which have holographic descriptions. In a recent paper [1] Berenstein,
Maldacena and Nastase (BMN) proposed that the AdS/CFT correspondence [5–7] which
relates string theory in AdS5 × S5 to four dimensional N = 4 Super Yang-Mills, can be
used to obtain the holographic dual of string theory in the pp wave background. The
important result of their paper is the construction of boundary operators that correspond
to excited string states in the bulk. In order to have finite lightcone momentum in the pp
wave background, these states must have spacetime energy and spin which go to infinity,
as the Penrose limit is taken. Corresponding operators are shown to have perturbative
(in Yang-Mills coupling) corrections to the lightcone energy which sum up to reproduce
exactly the spectrum of a string propagating in the pp wave background. It is interesting
to study analogs of BMN construction for other backgrounds which have holographic
duals. Among such theories, the near horizon limit of D1/D5 system [8, 9] takes a special
place. By using S-duality this system can be mapped [10] to the near horizon limit of
k NS5 branes and p fundamental strings [11–13]. The resulting closed string theory on
AdS3 × S3 × T 4 is exactly solvable when the string coupling is small, which happens
when p >> k. It has been shown [14, 15] that the boundary superconformal algebra can
be constructed from the worldsheet point of view. However the details of the boundary
theory are not completely understood. (See e.g. [16–19] for some comments on this issue).
Although one is yet to achieve better understanding of D1/D5 boundary theory which
may be needed for the construction of an analog of BMN correspondence, it is still possible
to relate the theory in the pp wave background, which arises as the Penrose limit of
AdS3 × S3 × T 4, to the exactly solvable theory in the original space. It therefore seems
natural to take this example as a playground for studying various aspects of the Penrose
limit in string theory. In this paper we simplify the model even further and consider the
bosonic string on AdS3×S3×M whereM is a unitary CFT of central charge 20, which is
needed to make the string theory critical. We exhibit physical states in this background
which flow into string states in the corresponding pp wave background as the Penrose
limit is taken. An analogous correspondence in AdS5 × S5 has been investigated recently
from the sigma model point of view in Refs. [20, 21]. We also consider next to leading
order corrections to the pp wave background and write down the interacting worldsheet
theory of a lightcone string. Perturbative corrections to the lightcone string spectrum are
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shown to precisely match the results from the string quantization in AdS3 × S3 ×M.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we study the lightcone string
in the Penrose limit of AdS3×S3×M in the leading order in 1/k expansion, reproducing
the results of [1, 4, 22]. In section 3 we consider next to leading order corrections to
the spectrum. In Section 4 we show that the spectrum is reproduced from the exact
quantization of a string in AdS3 × S3 × M. In Section 5 we discuss our results and
mention some directions for future work.
2 String in the Penrose limit of AdS3 × S3 in the leading order
Let us briefly review bosonic string theory on AdS3 × S3 ×M with the NS-NS flux.
(For a more complete discussion see e.g. [14, 15].) M here denotes a unitary CFT with
the central charge 20. The simplest example is just T 20. In the rest of the paper we
will consider M to be in its ground state, although the incorporation of excitations is
straightforward. The metric on AdS3 × S3 is given by
ds2 = k
(
− cosh2 ρdt2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρdφ2 + cos2 θdψ2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdχ2
)
, (2.1)
Here and in the rest of the paper we set α′ = 1. The NS-NS flux is proportional to the
volume form
H = −2k sinh 2ρ dt ∧ dρ ∧ dφ− 2k sin 2θ dψ ∧ dθ ∧ dχ. (2.2)
String theory in this background is described by a product of bosonic SL(2) and SU(2)
WZNW models at levels kSL = k + 2 and kSU = k − 2 respectively. The SL(2)L ×
SL(2)R and SU(2)L × SU(2)R Kac-Moody algebras are generated by the holomorphic
and antiholomorphic currents. The mode expansion of holomorphic currents is given by
Ja,SL(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Ja,SLn
zn+1
, a = ±, 3, (2.3)
Ja,SU(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Ja,SUn
zn+1
, a = ±, 3, (2.4)
and the expression for antiholomorphic currents is similar. The central charge of the full
theory is
c =
3kSL
kSL − 2 +
3kSU
kSU + 2
+ 20 = 26. (2.5)
The states fall into representations of the algebra with the given SL(2) and SU(2) spins
h and j and J3,SL0 , J˜
3,SL
0 , J
3,SU
0 , J˜
3,SU
0 quantum numbers mSL, m˜SL, mSU , m˜SU . The BRST
invariant states must satisfy physical state conditions which will be studied in Section 4.
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The Penrose limit [23, 24] of (2.1) corresponds to the metric that is seen by a highly
boosted particle. It is defined by rescaling the coordinates
X+ =
(t+ ψ)
2
, X− = k
(t− ψ)
2
, (2.6)
ρ =
r√
k
, θ =
y√
k
, (2.7)
and taking the limit k →∞. This transforms AdS3 × S3 metric into
ds20 = −4dX+dX− + ds2AdS,0 + ds2S,0, (2.8)
ds2AdS,0 = −r2(dX+)2 + dr2 + r2dφ2, (2.9)
ds2S,0 = −y2(dX+)2 + dy2 + y2dχ2 = −|Z|2(dX+)2 + |dZ|2, (2.10)
where ds2AdS,0 and ds
2
S,0 depend on AdS3 and S
3 coordinates respectively. In eq. (2.10)
we introduced a complex coordinate Z = yeiχ for the S3 part of the metric. The H field
in the leading order is given by
H0 = HAdS,0 +HS,0, (2.11)
HAdS,0 = −4r dX+ ∧ dr ∧ dφ, (2.12)
HS,0 = −4y dX+ ∧ dy ∧ dχ = −2i dX+ ∧ dZ ∧ dZ¯. (2.13)
Note that in the leading order the AdS3 metric and NS-NS flux are the same as their S
3
counterparts. Therefore it is sufficient to consider the S3 part. The incorporation of M
is not difficult, as it does not scale under the Penrose limit.
Let us start by doing the lightcone quantization in the leading order in 1/k expansion.
The background to this order is described by the metric (2.10) and the B field
B = −idX+ ∧ (Z¯dZ − ZdZ¯). (2.14)
We will be following closely the treatment of [25]. Let us denote the worldsheet coordinates
by τ ∈ (−∞,∞) and σ ∈ [0, l]. The lightcone gauge is specified by setting
X+ = τ, (2.15)
∂σγσσ = 0, (2.16)
detγαβ = −1, (2.17)
where
γαβ =

 −γσσ(τ) γστ (τ, σ)
γστ (τ, σ) γ
−1
σσ (τ)(1 − γ2στ (τ, σ))

 (2.18)
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is the worldsheet metric. The Lagrangian takes the form
L0 = − 1
4pi
∫ l
0
dσ
[
γσσ
(
4x˙−−|Z˙|2+|Z|2
)
− 2γστ
(
2(Y −)′−1
2
[
Z˙Z¯ ′ + ˙¯ZZ ′
])
(2.19)
+γ−1σσ (1− γ2στ )|Z ′|2 − i(Z¯Z ′ − ZZ¯ ′)
]
,
where dots and primes denote ∂τ and ∂σ respectively, and x
− denotes the zero mode of
X−
x−(τ) =
1
l
∫ l
0
dσX−(τ, σ), (2.20)
and
Y − = X− − x−. (2.21)
As explained in [25], the equation of motion obtained by the variation of the action with
respect to Y −, together with the leftover gauge freedom σ → σ + f(τ), allows one to set
γστ = 0. One can also treat γστ as a Lagrange multiplier. Integrating it out relates Y
−
and Z, Z¯
2(Y −)′ =
1
2
[
Z˙Z¯ ′ + ˙¯ZZ ′
]
. (2.22)
One must supplement this equation with the constraint which ensures the single valued-
ness of Y − ∫ l
0
dσ (Y −)′ = 0. (2.23)
The Lagrangian becomes
L0 =
∫ l
0
dσ
1
4piγσσ
[
−4γ2σσx˙− + γ2σσ|Z˙|2 − |Z ′ + iγσσZ|2
]
. (2.24)
Since x− does not explicitly enter the Lagrangian, the canonical momentum conjugate to
it is conserved and is related to γσσ as
p− = −4γσσl
4pi
. (2.25)
Let us define
η ≡ −p−
2
. (2.26)
It will be convenient to choose the gauge
l = 2piη = −pip−. (2.27)
In the leading order in 1/k expansion η = p+ and γσσ = 1, but both relations change
when next to leading order corrections are taken into account. It is convenient to make a
change of variables
Z = e−iσW, (2.28)
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which introduces a complex field W satisfying
W (σ + l) = e2piiηW (σ). (2.29)
Note that this equation is invariant under p− → p− + 2. However we are going to be
interested in the states which have p− ∈ [0, 2]. We will see that states of this type
correspond to unitary representations of the SL(2) × SU(2) current algebra, which are
constrained by 1/2 < h < (k + 1)/2. Other unitary representations, with h out of this
bound, are obtained by the action of the spectral flow [26].
The Lagrangian in terms of W becomes that of a free string. The Hamiltonian then
becomes
Hlc,0 =
1
2
∫ l
0
dσ
[
(8pi)|ΠW |2 + 1
2pi
|W ′|2
]
, (2.30)
where
ΠW =
1
4pi
˙¯W. (2.31)
The equations of motion for W, W¯ are conventional wave equations, so the fields can be
written as a sum of left and right moving modes
W = WL(τ + σ) +WR(τ − σ), (2.32)
W¯ = W¯L(τ + σ) + W¯R(τ − σ), (2.33)
which satisfy
W˙L = W
′
L, (2.34)
W˙R = −W ′R, (2.35)
and have the following oscillator expansion
WL =
i√
2
∑ αn−η
n− ηe
−
i(n−η)(τ+σ)
η , WR =
i√
2
∑ α˜n+η
n+ η
e−
i(n+η)(τ−σ)
η , (2.36)
W¯L =
i√
2
∑ α¯n+η
n+ η
e−
i(n+η)(τ+σ)
η , W¯R =
i√
2
∑ ˜¯αn−η
n− ηe
−
i(n−η)(τ−σ)
η . (2.37)
The corresponding expressions for canonical momenta are
ΠW =
1
4
√
2piη
∑[
α¯n+ηe
−
i(n+η)(τ+σ)
η + ˜¯αn−ηe
−
i(n−η)(τ−σ)
η
]
, (2.38)
ΠW¯ =
1
4
√
2piη
∑[
αn−ηe
−
i(n−η)(τ+σ)
η + α˜n+ηe
−
i(n+η)(τ−σ)
η
]
. (2.39)
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The canonical commutation relations lead to the following relation for the oscillator
modes1
[αn−η, α¯−m+η] = 2(n− η)δn,m, (2.40)
[˜¯αn−η, α˜−m+η] = 2(n+ η)δn,m. (2.41)
It will be convenient to introduce canonically normalized creation and annihilation oper-
ators
a†n+ =
α−n−η√
2(n+ η)
, an+ =
α¯n+η√
2(n+ η)
, n > 0 (2.42)
a†n− =
α¯−n+η√
2(n− η)
, an− =
αn−η√
2(n− η)
, n > 0 (2.43)
a†0 =
α−η√
2η
, a0 =
α¯η√
2η
, (2.44)
a˜†n− =
˜¯α−n−η√
2(n+ η)
, a˜n− =
α˜n+η√
2(n+ η)
, n > 0 (2.45)
a˜†n+ =
α˜−n+η√
2(n− η)
, a˜n+ =
˜¯αn−η√
2(n− η)
, n > 0 (2.46)
a˜†0 =
˜¯α−η√
2η
, a˜0 =
α˜η√
2η
. (2.47)
Pluses and minuses in subscript denote the transformation properties of the oscillators
under the rotation of complex plane Z → eiθZ. Substituting the oscillator expansions
into (2.30) and using the commutation relations one can obtain the following form for the
lightcone Hamiltonian
Hlc,0 = 2 +N
′ + N˜ ′ +
N + N˜ − 2
η
= 2 +N ′ + N˜ ′ − 2N + N˜ − 2
p−
(2.48)
N =
∑
n>0
n
[
a†n+an+ + a
†
n−an−
]
, (2.49)
N˜ =
∑
n>0
n
[
a˜†n+a˜n+ + a˜
†
n−a˜n−
]
, (2.50)
N ′ = a†0a0 +
∑
n>0
[
a†n+an+ − a†n−an−
]
, (2.51)
N˜ ′ = a˜†0a˜0 +
∑
n>0
[
a˜†n−a˜n− − a˜†n+a˜n+
]
. (2.52)
1Note that similar commutation relations appear for the string in the twisted sector of the orbifold
[27].
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Additional factors of 2 arise due to normal ordering of the oscillators2. The Hamiltonian
(2.48) must be supplemented by a usual physical state condition,
N = N˜, (2.53)
which is a consequence of (2.23). Note that the Hamiltonian (2.48) contains a tachyonic
state at level 0, but is nonnegative for states with N > 0 and p− ∈ [0, 2].
3 Next to leading order corrections to the Penrose limit
Our next task will be computing O(1/k) corrections to the lightcone spectrum (2.48).
The corrections to the S3 metric (2.10) and B field (2.14) are
ds2S,1 =
1
k
[
2y2dX+dX− +
y4
3
(dX+)2 − y
4
3
(dχ)2
]
= (3.1)
1
k
[
2|Z|2dX+dX−+ |Z|
4
3
(dX+)2 +
1
12
(ZdZ¯ − Z¯dZ)2
]
,
B1 =
1
k
[
i
|Z2|
3
dX+ ∧ (Z¯dZ − ZdZ¯) + idX− ∧ (Z¯dZ − ZdZ¯)
]
. (3.2)
Note that AdS3 metric and B field can be obtained from their S
3 counterparts by the
substitution k → −k. Therefore in the calculations below we will only retain the S3 part.
The correction to the Lagrangian therefore becomes
L1 = − 1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
−2|Z|2X˙−−1
3
|Z|4− 1
12
(Z ˙¯Z−Z¯Z˙)2+ 1
12
(ZZ¯ ′−Z¯Z ′)2 (3.3)
+i
|Z|2
3
(
Z¯Z ′ − ZZ¯ ′
)
+ iX˙−
(
Z¯Z ′ − ZZ¯ ′
)
− i(X−)′
(
Z¯Z˙ − Z ˙¯Z
) ]
.
Note that in the leading order in 1/k γστ is set to zero by the variation of Y
−. On the
other hand, varying γστ implies that(
2(Y −)′−1
2
[
Z˙Z¯ ′ + ˙¯ZZ ′
])
∼ O(1/k). (3.4)
Therefore we do not write terms containing γστ , as they are higher order in 1/k.
It will be convenient to separate the Lagrangian (3.3) into three terms
L1 = L
(1)
1 + L
(2)
1 + L
(3)
1 , (3.5)
2In computing normal ordering constants one should keep in mind that the total central charge of the
matter theory is 26 and M is in its ground state.
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L
(1)
1 = −
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
− 2|Z|2x˙− + ix˙−
(
Z¯Z ′ − ZZ¯ ′
) ]
, (3.6)
L
(2)
1 = −
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
−1
3
|Z|4− 1
12
(Z ˙¯Z−Z¯Z˙)2 (3.7)
+
1
12
(Z¯Z ′−ZZ¯ ′)2 + i |Z|
2
3
(
Z¯Z ′ − ZZ¯ ′
) ]
,
L
(3)
1 = −
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
−2|Z|2Y˙ −+iY˙ −
(
Z¯Z ′−ZZ¯ ′
)
−i(Y −)′
(
Z¯Z˙−Z ˙¯Z
) ]
. (3.8)
Let us analyze this expression, term by term. We first consider the effect of the addition
of
L
(1)
1 =
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσ x˙− Im(W¯W ′) (3.9)
to the leading order Lagrangian. The eq. (2.25) is modified to
p− = −2η = −4γσσl
4pi
+
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσ Im(W¯LW
′
L + W¯RW
′
R + W¯LW
′
R + W¯RW
′
L). (3.10)
With the gauge choice (2.27) this implies
γσσ = 1 + δγσσ, (3.11)
δγσσ =
N ′ + N˜ ′
2kη
+
1
4pikη
∫ l
0
dσ Im(W¯LW
′
R + W¯RW
′
L), (3.12)
where we used the oscillator expansion of fields to compute the integral
∫ l
0
dσ
2pi
Im(W¯LW
′
L + W¯RW
′
R) = N
′ + N˜ ′. (3.13)
In writing this result we omitted a constant which arises due to normal ordering of the
zero modes. However when the AdS3 part is added its zero modes come with a relative
minus sign and therefore in the full AdS3 × S3 expression the normal ordering constants
will cancel.
At this point we would like to make some remarks on how perturbation theory works.
Suppose one adds a small perturbation to the harmonic oscillator Lagrangian
L =
x˙2
2
− w
2x2
2
+ αf, (3.14)
where f = f(x, x˙) and α is a small parameter. The canonical momentum becomes
p = x˙+ α
∂f
∂x˙
. (3.15)
We can write the new Hamiltonian omitting terms O(α2).
H =
p2
2
+
w2x2
2
− αf. (3.16)
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Hence to compute the change in the Hamiltonian up to next to leading order due toO(1/k)
corrections to the Lagrangian we just need to subtract these terms from the unperturbed
Hamiltonian. Since the perturbation is already O(1/k), we can use the original oscillator
expansions for the fields. The standard quantum mechanical perturbation theory then
implies that the correction to the lightcone energy of a given string state is given by the
diagonal matrix element. As explained above, the effect of L
(1)
1 is to change γσσ by a
term O(1/k). This induces the O(1/k) correction to L0, which we denote by δL0. The
corresponding correction to the lightcone energy is given by
H
(1)
lc,1 = −〈δL0〉 =
〈
δγσσ
4pi
∫ l
0
dσ
[
− ˙¯WW˙ − W¯ ′W ′ + 2Im(W¯W ′)
] 〉
= (3.17)
〈
δγσσ
(
−(N + N˜ − 2)
η
+
∫ l
0
dσ
2pi
Im(W¯LW
′
R + W¯RW
′
L)
)〉
.
In obtaining this formula we expressed δL0 in terms of W, W¯ and used the oscillator
expansions. Substituting (3.12) and using the fact that the expectation value is taken
with respect to the eigenstate of oscillator number operators, we can rewrite (3.17) as
H
(1)
lc,1 = −
(N + N˜ − 2)(N ′ + N˜ ′)
2kη2
+
1
2ηk
〈(∫ l
0
dσ
pi
Im[WLW¯
′
R]
)2 〉
, (3.18)
where we used∫ l
0
dσ Im(WLW¯
′
R−W ′LW¯R) =
∫ l
0
dσ (Im(2WLW¯
′
R−(WLW¯R)′) =
∫ l
0
dσ Im(2WLW¯
′
R).
(3.19)
It is easy to compute the contribution of L(2) to the lightcone energy
H
(2)
lc,1 = −〈L(2)〉 =
〈
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
1
12
[
(W¯W ′ −WW¯ ′)2 − (W¯W˙ −W ˙¯W )2
] 〉
. (3.20)
Substituting the explicit form of L(2), using the free field solution for W, W¯ and taking
advantage of the fact that we need to compute an expectation value, we have
H
(2)
lc,1 =
〈
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσWLW¯
′
LWRW¯
′
R
〉
. (3.21)
The change in the light cone energy due to L
(3)
1 term in the Lagrangian is
H
(3)
lc,1 = −〈L(3)〉 =
〈
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
−|W |2Y˙ −+Im(W˙ W¯ )(Y −)′− (3.22)
Im(W¯ (−iW+W ′))Y˙ −
]〉
=〈
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
Im(W˙ W¯ )(Y −)′−Im(W ′W¯ )Y˙ −
] 〉
.
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In order to compute this correction we shall use (2.22) to express (Y −)′ and Y˙ − in terms
of oscillator modes. The eq. (2.22) can be written as
2(Y −)′ = Re[W˙ (iW¯ + W¯ ′)]. (3.23)
It will be convenient to express W, W¯ in terms of left and right moving modes WL, W¯L
and WR, W¯R. Then (3.23) becomes
2(Y −)′=−Im(W ′LW¯L)+W ′LW¯ ′L+Im(W ′RW¯R)−W ′RW¯ ′R−Im(WLW¯R)′. (3.24)
We see that (Y −)′ can be written as
(Y −)′ = (Y −)′L + (Y
−)′R + (Y
−)′LR, (3.25)
where
(Y −)′L =
1
2
(−Im(W ′LW¯L)+W ′LW¯ ′L), (3.26)
(Y −)′R =
1
2
(Im(W ′RW¯R)−W ′RW¯ ′R), (3.27)
(Y −)′LR = −
1
2
∂σIm(WLW¯R). (3.28)
Now one can easily find
Y˙ − = (Y −)′L − (Y −)′R −
1
2
∂τIm(WLW¯R) + a(τ), (3.29)
where a(τ) should be chosen such that
∫ l
0
dσ Y˙ − = 0, (3.30)
which is a consequence of the definition of Y −,
∫ l
0
dσ Y − = 0. (3.31)
One can write down an explicit formula for a(τ),
a(τ) = −1
l
∫ l
0
dσ
(
(Y −)′L − (Y −)′R −
1
2
Im(W ′LW¯R −WLW¯ ′R)
)
= (3.32)
−(N + N˜ − 2)
2η2
− 1
2l
∫ l
0
dσ Im(WLW¯
′
R −W ′LW¯R).
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Now we are ready to compute the change in the light cone energy (we are omitting some
terms whose expectation value is vanishing )
H
(3)
lc,1 = −
〈
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ
[
2[W ′LW¯
′
L − Im(W ′LW¯L)]Im(W ′RW¯R) + (3.33)
2[W ′RW¯
′
R−Im(W ′LW¯R)]Im(W ′RW¯R)−4Im(W¯RW ′L)Im(W¯LW ′R)
]〉
−
〈(
N + N˜ − 2
η2
+
1
l
∫ l
0
dσ Im(WLW¯
′
R −W ′LW¯R)
)
×
1
4pik
∫ l
0
dσ Im(W ′LW¯L +W
′
RW¯R + W¯LW
′
R + W¯RW
′
L)
〉
.
After some algebra one can arrive to the following expression
H
(3)
lc,1 = −
1
kη2
〈(
(N − 1)N˜ ′ + (N˜ − 1)N ′ − 1
2
(N + N˜ − 2)(N ′ + N˜ ′)
)〉
− (3.34)
〈
1
2pik
∫ l
0
dσW ′LW¯LW
′
RW¯R+
1
2kη
(∫ l
0
dσ
pi
Im(W¯LW
′
R)
)2 〉
,
where we used l = 2piη. The term in the first line vanishes due to condition
N = N˜. (3.35)
The first term in the second line completely cancels (3.21), while the second term in this
line cancels the second term in (3.18). Hence the the lightcone spectrum up to next to
leading order in 1/k is
Hlc = Hlc,0 +
3∑
i=1
H
(i)
lc,1 = (3.36)
2 +N ′ + N˜ ′ − 2(N + N˜ − 2)
p−
− 2(N + N˜ − 2)(N
′ + N˜ ′)
k(p−)2
.
This can also be written as
Hlc = 2 +N
′ + N˜ ′ − 4(N − 1)
p−
− 4(N − 1)(N
′ + N˜ ′)
k(p−)2
(3.37)
due to the physical state condition. This however is not the end of the story, as one
must remember that the original space contains a compact direction ψ which implies
quantization of the SU(2) spin. Corresponding Killing vector is
−i∂ψ = −i∂X+ − k(−i∂X−)
2
. (3.38)
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The momentum which generates translations in ψ has to be quantized, which implies
p+ − kp−
2
= −kp− +Hlc
2
∈ Z. (3.39)
Substituting (3.36) and retaining terms up to next to leading order recasts this constraint
as
−kp−
2
− 1− N
′ + N˜ ′
2
+
2(N − 1)
p−
= −i∂ψ ∈ Z (3.40)
4 AdS3 × S3: exact quantization
Let us study states with j, h ∼ O(k) in the large k limit. In the following we will
keep terms up to the second order in the expansion in powers of 1/k. The physical state
condition for states with oscillator number N
−h(h− 1)
k
+
j(j + 1)
k
+N = 1, (4.1)
relates h and j as
h = j + 1 +
(N − 1)k
2j
− 1
k
(N − 1)k
2j
(
(N − 1)k
2j
+ 1
)
. (4.2)
We will generate all states from the primary state |j〉 which has the SL(2) spin h related
to the SU(2) spin j as in (4.2). The quantum numbers of this state are given by
mSL = m˜SL = h, mSU = m˜SU = j. (4.3)
These quantum numbers are related to η and Hlc, which appear in the Penrose limit, as
follows
Hlc = m
SL + m˜SL −mSU − m˜SU , (4.4)
2η = −p− = m
SL + m˜SL +mSU + m˜SU
k
. (4.5)
It was argued in [1] that bulk isometries correspond to string zero modes in pp wave
background. In the present context this implies that the action of the zero modes of the
SU(2) current algebra J−,SU0 , J˜
−,SU
0 on the state |j〉 corresponds to the action of zero mode
creation operators a†0, a˜
†
0 on the lightcone vacuum in the pp wave background. In other
words, we have the correspondence
a†0 ↔ J−,SU0 , a0 ↔ J+,SU0 , (4.6)
a˜†0 ↔ J˜−,SU0 , a˜0 ↔ J˜+,SU0 . (4.7)
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This correspondence extends to the nonzero modes
a†n+ ↔ J−,SU−n , an+ ↔ J+,SUn , (4.8)
a†n− ↔ J+,SU−n , an+ ↔ J−,SUn , (4.9)
a˜†n+ ↔ J˜+,SU−n , a˜n+ ↔ J˜−,SUn , (4.10)
a˜†n− ↔ J˜−,SU−n , a˜†n− ↔ J˜+,SUn , (4.11)
with similar correspondence for the AdS3 part. It is easy to see that this identification
implies correct matching for the transformation properties under the rotation in the Z
plane generated by J3,SU0 − J˜3,SU0 . Furthermore, the physical state condition (2.53) is
naturally interpreted as level matching on the AdS3 × S3 ×M side. Now we would like
to show that the lightcone energy of the physical states precisely reproduces the result
obtained from lightcone quantization (3.36), up to next to leading order in 1/k expansion.
Let us first note that
mSL = m˜SL = h, mSU = j −N ′, m˜SU = j − N˜ ′. (4.12)
Using this relation, together with (4.4) and (4.2) we obtain
Hlc = 2 +N
′ + N˜ ′ +
2(N − 1)k
2j
− 2(N − 1)
k
(
k
2j
)2 (
(N − 1)k
2j
+ 1
)
. (4.13)
One can also write down the relation between p− and j using (4.5) and (4.2):
−p− = 1
k
[
2 + 4j +
2(N − 1)k
2j
−N ′ − N˜ ′
]
, (4.14)
which implies
2j = −kp−
2
− 1 + 2(N − 1)
p−
+
N ′ + N˜ ′
2
(4.15)
up to terms which are O(1/k). Note that the requirement for 2j to be an integer repro-
duces precisely the constraint (3.40) which appeared due to the compactness of the space.
In fact, what should appear in the right hand side of (3.40), is
−i∂ψ = 2j − (N ′ + N˜ ′), (4.16)
meaning that (3.40) and (4.15) are completely equivalent. Substituting (4.15) into (4.13)
reproduces the lightcone Hamiltonian (3.36).
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5 Discussion
In this paper we studied bosonic string propagating in the Penrose limit of AdS3 ×
S3×M. We identified states in the leading order in 1/k expansion (that is, states in the
pp wave background) with physical states in AdS3 × S3 ×M. When one goes beyond
the leading order, the pp wave background receives corrections. The worldsheet theory of
a lightcone string propagating there becomes interacting, with the appearance of quartic
terms in the action. We computed next to leading order corrections to the spectrum in
perturbation theory and found precise agreement with the results from exact quantization
in original AdS3×S3×M background. The correspondence has been worked out for states
in the unitary representations with AdS3 spin 1/2 < h < (k+1)/2. The incorporation of
spectrally flowed states should be relatively simple. One should also be able to extend the
results of this paper to superstring case. Let us mention some other interesting problems
and directions for future work. We would like to reiterate that AdS3 × S3 background,
because of its solvability, seems to be a good toy model for studying various features
of the Penrose limit in string theory. For example, one may be able to see directly how
correlation functions behave under the Penrose limit both in the bulk and in the boundary
theory. Perhaps one can also make some progress in constructing a holographic dual to
the pp wave background.
One of the most interesting questions raised by BMN construction is why operators
that correspond to the excited string states take the form of single trace operators with
phase insertions [1]. It is possible that AdS3×S3 example will be useful in understanding
this better. However it is likely that pursuing this question will require generalization of
the result of this paper to the case of nonzero RR flux, in order to be able to study a
nonsingular boundary theory. In fact, it is not hard to construct operators in the boundary
theory that correspond to states that are created by the action of zero mode oscillators on
the lightcone vacuum in pp wave background. The reason is that these states essentially
correspond to chiral primary observables in the boundary SCFT which are independent of
moduli. Corresponding worldsheet operators have been constructed for the theory with
NS-NS flux in [28] and they agree with the spectrum of chiral primaries in (T 4)kp/Skp
orbifold [29], even though the two theories correspond to different points in the moduli
space of D1/D5 system.
At any rate, it seems like generalization of our results to AdS3 × S3 background
with RR flux deserves further attention. In this case the exact quantization scheme is
available [30]. Another interesting direction would be studying other backgrounds with
RR flux, where the exact quantization procedure is lacking. Note that we worked out first
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two leading terms in the 1/k expansion, but in principle one can go further and extend
the results to higher orders in perturbation theory. This procedure would provide an
alternative way of quantizing string theory in AdS3×S3×M and may prove very useful
when applied to backgrounds that cannot be quantized exactly. Even in AdS3 we may
learn something new, as the conventional quantization procedure deals with the Euclidean
version of AdS3, and the results of analytic continuation are not completely understood.
For example, one may try to understand better D-branes in Lorentzian AdS3 and make a
connection with algebraic results of [31–34]. D-branes in pp wave backgrounds have been
investigated recently in [35–39].
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